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1 | Executive Summary
Chibi Dinos are uniquely generated NFTs with traits assigned at mint.
The first release of Chibis includes a collection of 10,000 2D highly
collectable, stylized creatures, each wearing the jersey of their
in-game basketball team. The Chibis all play on one of ten different
Dino themed basketball teams in the Chibi universe. Not content to
simply dominate the Basketball Court, these Dinos have set their
sights on the world.
The Chibi Dino brand aims to tie together real world perks, a robust
digital landscape, and exciting play-to-earn-gameplay into one
cohesive universe. Leveraging an extensive network of athletes and
partnerships, and combining the yet untapped potential of blockchain
NFTs, Chibi Dinos are positioned to be a first mover in the collectable
NFT sports market. We aim to provide an immersive gaming and
lifestyle experience that will be enjoyed for generations.

Please note: The following contents detail a game that is in active
development. Features are subject to change to accommodate
balancing and community feedback prior to release.
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2 | Brand Overview
2.1 | What is a Chibi Dino?
A Chibi Dino is 1 of 10,000 uniquely
generated stylized characters composed
of randomly combined traits at mint. No
two Dinos are alike in look and each boast
their own level of skill that will affect their
basketball gameplay.
Though initially minted as an NFT collection, the broader vision for
Chibi Dinos is that of a global brand. The executive branch of Chibi
Dinos, “The Unity”, is dedicated to making this brand last into the
future and is the driving force behind the Chibi Dinos vision.
Chibi Dinos transcend the world of digital collectibles. Ownership of a
Chibi Dino is a gateway to a wealth of real-world benefits including
but not limited to, exclusive deals on exotic car rentals and restaurant
reservations, tickets to sporting events, access to experiences,
discounts within our network, and a unique Chibi lifestyle. Your Chibi
Dino will put the finer side of the professional athlete lifestyle at your
fingertips.
We are constantly evaluating and exploring licensing and partnership
opportunities that will elevate Chibi Dinos’ presence and engagement
to that of a global brand. What’s to come includes partnerships with
snack and sports drink brands, custom jerseys, toys, comics and
other physical collectibles, real-world VIP access, token utility, and a
one of a kind gaming experience.
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2.2 | The Captains
There are 10 teams in the Chibi Dinos universe, each with their own
captain from a professional basketball league. Captains provide Chibi
Dinos with real world reach, community engagement, and help to
further brand awareness.

Michael Carter Williams - Orlando Magic

RJ Hampton - Orlando Magic

Kendrick Perkins - Retired Champion

Shareef O’Neal - LSU Tigers

Quinn Cook - LA Lakers
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Brandon Clarke - Memphis Grizzlies

Kendrick Nunn - LA Lakers

Gary Harris - Orlando Magic

De’Aaron Fox - Sacramento Kings

Josh Hart - New Orleans Pelicans

The Captains offer signed jerseys, game tickets, Discord hang outs,
and meet and greets for some of the top Chibi Dino holders. Our
captains come from a range of professional basketball leagues and
we will continue to search out the best talent in basketball to join our
ranks. In addition to our captains we will be onboarding three high
profile Chibi Champions to further engage our community and act as
in-game leaders, hosts, and quest givers.
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2.3 | Chibi Dinos Perks
Chibi Dinos are actively working with a number of large name brands
to bring our vision front and center on the global stage. Brand
awareness is just the beginning. Chibi Dinos are dedicated to
providing our users with real world physical products such as Chibi
Dinos toys, 3D models, and regular jersey giveaways.
In addition to physical products, Chibis Dinos provide VIP access to a
number of exclusive real world services, such as ticket brokerage for
otherwise unattainable events, private travel arrangements and
consultations, access to specialty loyalty clubs and discounts, and
much, much more. The first in our growing list of exclusive access
partnerships are Willing Foot Travel and Rare Box events.

This level of specialty access carries over into the digital world.
Through partnering with liquidity providers to ensure that Chibi Dinos
are a highly liquid asset that can be bought, sold, and traded in an
instant. A liquidity pool with NFTX has been established that allows
Chibis to extend their reach into the crypto space. In addition to all of
these perks, Chibi holders will get access to the Chibi Dinos game,
Primal Hoop, that will provide its users with economic utility and
access to exclusive content in the metaverse, as well as a first of its
kind predictive game by GameOn.
contact@chibidinos.io
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2.4 | When will all of this be available?
The Unity has begun rolling out a portion of our partnerships, perks,
and utility immediately. By the end of Q4 2021 we will have announced
all of our major partnerships to date, released merch and physical
collectibles, begun partnership with our liquidity providers, and
started development on both an industry-first predictive game in
collaboration with GameOn, as well as Mode 1 of the Chibi Dinos
game Primal Hoop.
By the end of Q4 2021 we will have released our road map for the next
24 months that will provide a long term vision of where our brand is
heading.
Transparency and communication are our driving principles. We are
always open to input from the community. As our brand grows, we will
continue to be flexible and responsive to the needs of our members.
Our vision is long term and our journey is just getting started.
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3 | Primal Hoop Gameplay
3.1 | Primal Hoop gameplay
Primal Hoop is a Basketball/Adventure game that will be
approachable yet deep, and appeal to all ages. It is divided into two
distinct modes. This variety in gameplay will ensure that we have
something to offer to a diverse group of players who are interested in
different types of gaming experiences, all while providing a robust
token ecosystem and multitude of play-to-earn opportunities.

Mode 1: Primal Hoop
This game mode will offer a 3 versus 3 arcade style basketball game.
The gravity on planet Hoop is lower than that of earth and allows the
Chibi Dinos to perform incredible feats on the court. The gameplay
will include a simple move structure, with the ability to pass, steal,
shoot, block, and perform special moves.
In the initial phase of Primal Hoop, there will be a tailored group of
special moves that are assigned to Chibis based on IQ. IQ will largely
determine the likelihood of a Chibi successfully making a play. As a
Chibi Dino plays the game their stamina bar will reduce, forcing the
most used Chibi to slow down and rest. Stats from each game will be
saved to the Chibi’s metadata and will follow the Chibi around for the
remainder of their existence.
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Most importantly to the Primal Hoop game mode, the Chibis will play
basketball to earn tokens with real value. Tokens will be distributed to
winners and losers of each game, but the amount that is rewarded to
each Chibi will depend on the Chibi’s rank and whether they win or
lose. Finally, a Chibi will be limited by how many times a day they can
play Primal Hoop and earn coins. For our preliminary release, the limit
will be 5 games a day.

Mode 2: Chibi Adventures
Chibi Adventures will be a much different game than Primal Hoop, but
they will work in unison. In this mode a Chibi Dino will gain
experience, level up, develop a skill tree, score rare wearable gear,
generate brand new Chibi Dinos from eggs, and fight villains in their
quest to find pieces of their demolished sacred moon.
When a Chibi Dino is hatched from an egg it starts out at level 0 and
will decide on its skill tree. The choices for a skill tree are: Coach (a
defensive skill tree), Player (an offensive skill tree), and Adventurer
(ball movement). Each of these skill trees will unlock buffs or skills
that are available to the Chibi as special moves in Mode 1: Primal
Hoop. By playing adventure mode Chibi Dinos will have the
opportunity to level up. For each level that they increase, a Chibi will
be able to select a skill that is part of their chosen skill tree, and get
one step closer to producing an egg. At level 5, a Chibi will spawn an
egg that will need to be hatched by taking some time off from playing
basketball and paying SWAG tokens. Once a Chibi reaches level 10
they generate one final egg and become a legendary Chibi.
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3.2 | Legendary Chibis
Legendary Chibis will produce an NFT trading card of themselves with
all of their basketball game stats attached, and no longer be able to
play Primal Hoop (Mode 1). Any gear that is on a Legendary Chibi will
be forged to that Chibi permanently becoming its signature gear.
Aside from getting a sellable NFT trading card, there are three
benefits to having a Legendary Chibi:
1 - A Legendary Chibi can be used to search Chibi Adventures
(Mode 2) for rare gear that is only available to Legendary Chibis. This
gear can be sold on the secondary market to generate income, or
equipped by Chibi Dinos playing Primal Hoop or Chibi Adventures.
2 - A Legendary Chibi has exclusive access to play in the Legendary
Chibi league, a separate bracket which will offer larger prizes and
reward players in rare gear, HOOP token, or base Chibis. This will be a
basketball game that is separate from Primal Hoop, but with similar
mechanics.
3 - A Legendary Chibi can be staked to a plot of land and open up a
Chibi Boot Camp. A Chibi Boot camp will allow low IQ Chibis to train,
offering them a permanent boost to their IQ while generating passive
income for the bootcamp owner.
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3.3 | Skill trees
After a Chibi Dino hatches, they are automatically asked to select a
skill tree from the following three options: Coach, Player, Adventurer.
Each of these paths will allow a Chibi to develop skills related to that
group, as well as offer benefits to Legendary Chibi Dinos of the
respective path. The three skill sets offer checks and balances to one
another and create gameplay that both encourages balance, and
rewards experimentation.
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Coach skills are naturally defensive and will help the Chibi develop
defensive techniques that can counter offensive skills of other Chibis.
This skill set will also provide a temporary bonus to Chibis that enroll
in a Chibi Boot Camp that is hosted by a Legendary Chibi of the
Coach skill tree. Chibis enrolled in a Chibi Boot Camp hosted by a
Legendary Coach Chibi will get a temporary IQ boost for 10 games
after they have left the Boot Camp (in addition to the permanent boost
they get from training).
Player skills are offensive by nature. These skills will translate to
impressive dunk and trick shot abilities during basketball games that
completely astonish non-defensive skill sets, but can be countered by
well developed coach Chibis. This skill set will also increase your
stamina in the game as well as grant a unique set of moves only
available to execute in the Legendary Chibi League.
Adventurer skills focus on ball movement, speed, and control.
Adventurer Chibis will provide needed support, an answer to even the
best defense, and assist in clutch plays. Chibis with this skill set will
have the added advantage of being able to find cooler and rarer loot
in Chibi Adventures.
Available on our website will also be generic Chibi Dinos of each skill
tree that will expire, but allow players to earn tokens.
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3.4 | Chibi Boot Camp
Chibi Boot Camp will provide players with a way to increase their
Chibi’s base IQ permanently. The owner of a Legendary Chibi can
choose to open up a Chibi Boot Camp. The gear that the Legendary
Chibi wore when it advanced to Level 10 will play a role in how much
IQ their Boot Camp can add to rookie Chibis.
The amount of IQ that a Chibi will be boosted by depends on the
enrolling Chibi’s base IQ, the legendary Chibi Dinos basketball stats,
and the gear that the Legendary Chibi retired with when it achieved
level 10. Additional temporary bonuses can be obtained from
Legendary Chibis that complete the Coach skill tree. A Chibi will only
be able to enroll in Chibi Boot Camp every 50 games.
The rewards for hosting a Chibi Boot Camp will be a payment of
SWAG or HOOP tokens by those who enter their Chibis into the Boot
Camp. The Legendary Chibi holder can decide their fee and which
token they wish to accept. There will also be a base reward for
staking a Legendary Chibi, as explained in the 4.5 Staking section
below.
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3.5 | Gear
Gear is equippable for all Chibis that have not become Legendary.
Gear will give a boost to Chibi IQ, stamina, or both. Up to five pieces
of gear can be equipped at one time. The primary source for Chibi
gear will be through exploring Chibi Adventures, completing quests,
and solving in game puzzles. All Chibis can find gear, but only
Legendary Chibis of the Adventurer skill tree will be able to find the
rarest high-end gear. This rewards players for leveling up multiple
Chibi Dinos and ensures a thriving secondary gear market.
A second source for Chibi gear will come from artist and athlete
collaborations, and exclusive gear mints that Chibi Dinos will release
throughout the year. These will be limited edition runs with exclusively
selected artist or athlete collaborations and will never be released
again or replicated in the game.
All gear will be sellable on a secondary market in the Chibi universe.
The price for the gear can be denominated in SWAG or HOOP, but will
generally reflect the rarity, looks, or boosts that the gear provides.
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4 | Tokenomics

4.1 | Tokenomics
Primal Hoop will have two ERC-20 tokens (SWAG and HOOP) and a
consumable ERC-721 token potion. These will work together to
complement the gameplay and ensure that the ecosystem is
sustainable and fun for all.

4.2 | SWAG token
SWAG token will be an ERC-20. It is the primary reward incentive for
playing Primal Hoop, and will be the first token that players can earn
when the game is released. This token will have no cap on supply and
will be used for a variety of consumable activities such as:
- Naming your Chibi and giving it a
biography
- Hatching Chibi Dino eggs
- Purchasing lower quality gear
- The fee to enter Chibis into lower
quality Chibi Boot Camps
- Yield farming
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4.3 | HOOP token
HOOP token will be an ERC-20 token governance token. HOOP will
have a maximum supply of 300,000,000 and will be rewarded in
Legendary Chibi League games, used to buy rare gear, and used to
train Chibis at the most exclusive Chibi Boot Camps. You will also be
able to buy and sell Chibis for the HOOP token.
Owners of HOOP can also stake their HOOP tokens to participate in
the governance of the Chibi Dinos brand. This will give them a return
on their stake in HOOP tokens and the ability to vote for changes in
the game, such as tournament rules, gear drops, new lore and levels,
brand collaborations, and the overall direction of the Chibi Dinos.
22% of these tokens will be released in a private and public sale. From
then on the release of the token will follow a strict allocation, and a
regular release schedule as outlined below:
Play to earn: 75,000,000 - Tokens awarded to players of Primal Hoop
Staking: 90,000,000 - Tokens awarded for staking HOOP, participating
in governance, and staking a Legendary Chibi
Ecosystem: 30,000,000 - Used to fund brand collaborations,
partnerships, giveaways, and anything that furthers the Chibi Dinos
brand. Many uses of this allocation will be subject to community
governance
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Unity & Friends: 55,000,000 - Allotment to members of The Unity,
media producers, and any key support member. A treasury for
payment that ensures a vested interest and continued growth
Advisory Rewards: 15,000,000 - Allotted for partners in the early
development of Chibi Dinos
Public Sale: 25,000,000 - Available to those who purchase Issue #1 of
the Chibi Dino comic, holders of Chibi Dinos, and finally the general
public. All 25MM will be in circulation upon release
Private Sale: 10,000,000 - A private offering available to select
members of the community with a vested interest in seeing the
development of the Chibi Dinos brand. These tokens are released on a
schedule to ensure supply stability
Day 1 circulating supply: 54,250,000
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4.4 | GULP potion
GULP potion will be an ERC-721 token that is inflationary and
consumable. This token will be earned by playing Chibi Adventures
and can be used to increase depleted stamina for a Chibi. These
potions will also be used in the hatching process once Mode 2 is
released. GULP potions will also be sellable on the secondary market.

4.5 | Staking
Staking will take place in two ways.
First, owners of the HOOP token will be able to stake their tokens and
receive a staking reward for supporting the project. The staking
rewards for HOOP token will be distributed periodically, and will be
determined by the various activities of the owner, such as gameplay
and participation in the governance process.
Secondly, staking can also take place by staking your Legendary
Chibi Dino in a Chibi Boot Camp - As outlined in sections 3.2 and 3.4
In addition to the fee a Chibi Holder places to enroll in their bootcamp
they will also receive a base payment in HOOP for having staked their
Legendary Chibi Dino.
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4.6 Chibi Dinos Ecosystem
Through carefully executed game and token mechanics that lend
themselves to trade, Chibi Dinos will produce a deep ecosystem and
robust in-game economy that empowers players with play-to-earn
opportunities and a rewarding gameplay loop.
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5 | Roadmap
5.1 | Roadmap (2022 and beyond)
1 | Exclusive collaborative gear mints
2 | Release of 3D models of existing Chibi Dinos
3 | Partner with charity Every Kid Sports to ensure real world access
to participate in sports for financially disadvantaged youth
4 | Predictive game in partnership with GameOn
5 | Release of Mode 1 of the Chibi Dinos game
6 | Launch party for holders to celebrate the release of Primal Hoop
7 | Announce and release exclusive Chibi Dinos merchandise in
collaboration with key brand partners
8 | To be disclosed suite of planned real world perks
9 | Series 2 of the Chibi Dinos Comic and other media
10 | Full release of the Chibi Dinos governance platform and
associated applications
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6 | Team
Grand Elder Dino - Sean Kelly
Dino Chief - sokos6
Chief of Staff - hammbt
Chief Marketing Dino - Jeremy2795 | C.M.D
Tech Dino - MiniPancake | C.T.O
Director of Operations - HoudiniLogic | D.O.O
Chief Creative Dino - CheeseBaron | C.C.D
Master of Coin - Shady | M.O.C
Chief Dino Officer - CapperNFT | C.D.O
Discord Server Manager - Spixky | S.M

Follow us, learn more, and join the community:
Website
OpenSea
Discord
Twitter
Instagram
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